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Privacy on Tiny Economy Seats, the Birth of “Seat Dividers” and “Multiple Uses Cushions”

A middle-aged woman was escorted off the plane for elbowing other passengers while having a meal. Many other conflicts go unreported. Many economy seats are just too narrow! Recently, several designers have developed “Seat Dividers”. They serve as portable partitions between adjacent passengers. Their only drawback is their limited use to occasional times when traveling. Introducing EazyCushion™. Designed and patented¹ as a multiple uses portable cushion with a unique shape, which is the key to its ability to serve many uses. When placed vertically it functions as a Seat Divider, as well as, a Head, Neck and Lumbar support. Placed horizontally, it serves as a Seat Cushion, Lower Back support, Footrest and Laptop table. For additional details visit www.EazyCushion.com.

1. “Multiple Uses Portable Cushion”, USA Patent number 10,092,110